I. The Exhortation – Stop speaking f______________; start speaking ________________.

II. The Explanation – We are to speak truth, not lies because:

1. We have put on the _______________ self which is being transformed into _____________ image and He is t__________.
2. As fellow members of the body we are o ________________.

III. The Temptation – Why is this such a problem?

1. We love convenience and ease. That is l______________.
2. We want to _________________ good and avoid _____________ bad. That is p ________________.
3. We use lies to get things we _________________. That is l______________.
4. We live in a ______________________ society.

IV. Applications – Becoming people of truth

1. Develop a ____________________ for deceit.
2. Work at being more ________________ about what you say.
3. Work on being more _________________ to what you said.